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Part One. Another Review perhaps; [more coming … ?] [a rough draft, in a hurry] updates: 82617; 

unable yet to post as of 82617 …] 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

theme: the completion upcoming  

[when? Well; there’s not a whole lot of time enough between police-authority battles and domestic 

disputes of the non-housed; and is this portion fiction; you should look at my case-file … here’s my 

consent to publicize it, all of it.]  

of the next cited: Rum’s theory 3 cited: Amazon K 

theme music citation: the Sundays … [of] 
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Date: 82617 

1> First save in an’oher format; additional perhaps ; and screen again; in rendition: view; 

to/two see what else you meant to fix soon enough; and haven’t yet as of.  

2> When unsure of version to provide of a syntax –ical argument provide both; more than both; 

which is still both as all; and also instead or additionally perhaps; the pun version of what it 

could guessing ly even come to mean.  

3> If unsure if others will comprehend but is it text et al perfectly such comprehending you i.e. vice 

verse-a; include on the side; the approximation which-that may help such others comprehend in 

hope of cleaner front depth.  

 

theme: drug no; work, recovery?  

theme music citation: new order substance 1987 

 

look to fiction; as part Tw-.  

 

 

Part Tw[no, this is not a typo, the lack]. Life-Death as a professiona, athlete. Fiction to post. To 

fiction art blog on 82617 [already posted as of yesterday] 
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I mean they tried to tell me; 

That this was not a Jim; and I could not work-out even slightly here; 

Hear; I was like I can’t afford a Jim; 

and if I don’t work out hard; 

The world collapses; 

No smoke?  

Then they told me to get a job. 

Wait if I don’t work out hard, 

The world collapses. 

That’s the sick thing about ou’ you they bent; you don’t know the difference.  

 

Part Three. The Advent of Freedom in the Facet of Actual 

and not Falsely Persecuted Theft. Missing Headsets at the 

local library [menlo park, ca] again as of 82717 ten minutes 

into library opening time 

[a receipt copy of a higher report filed obvious by me as of 82717] 
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[cited: the Witch Goura 3 on cited: Amazon K]  

Hello folks; 

as a for free-worker and American citizen I am horrified and disgusted in this time of catastrophe 

in our free nation; that reported thefts are made to me; without the local authorities, including the 

local police forces; having the wherewithal to stop theft; and as a result; I am filing this report at 

a higher level. For months, it seems such directly and likely under surveillance I was informed; 

that local headsets and computers of the public use variety; have either been breaking without 

repair or disappearing altogether along with the belongings of homeless individuals and not just 

those posing as homeless [and this here is an at least in summation]. What do you propose we do 

in a nation of freedom when local authorities including library staff and librarians are incapable 

of making any executive decisions and protocols about even the most basic of public thefts? And 

in act of freedom: in our free nation, certainly actual theft cannot be thought of as standard or 

permissibly normal ; 

 

From a technological perspective I assumed it standard and freedom: normal that public use 

headsets et al would be tagged electronically as are library materials to prevent and or catch; 

prevent theft. For otherwise we would have a contraband like limitation on the use and spread of 

public knowledge.  

 

I'm sure in a situation of freedom you quite understand if you don't stop or aid the stopping of 

actualized theft; well then it as if you are stealing yourselves. Pardon the fluster do-due [to] the 

noise level at the public computers in this expected to be silent: library.  

 

 

Report Confirmed Regarding Thefts, Signed, 

Goura Fotadar 82717 12:31 PDT from a public computer 
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Part Four. The Vase Piece on Your Body and I’m not thinking as a swimsuit or suit 

like that sort. 

tag[s]: fashion copywriting. 

Imagine this piece like of the circa late 80s was it? Underneath your clothes to uh, heal 

and or coordinate your body form; and all the layers on top can still aid the function of 

self-esteem or whatever “they” say it is you experience when your body is revealed; a 

revelatory experience in spirituality.  
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